
A national law firm with a modern, fault-tolerant, premise-based Unified
Communications (UC) platform was looking to reduce their data center
footprint. One of their data centers was being decommissioned with
workloads being consolidated into other data centers or moved onto private
cloud applications.

This data center was housed significant components of their UC
environment. Driven by the data center consolidation project, the firm now
had a deadline to identify a solution that not only satisfied all of the business
continuity and configuration requirements of their complex UC environment,
but also provided new technologies that would enable them to enhance user
experience and improve communications workflows.

THE CHALLENGE

"After a lot of great
planning and teamwork,
the migration went even

smoother than I expected.
On Friday, all of our Voice,

voicemail, instant
messaging and presence

were hosted in one of our
data center locations. 

 
By Saturday our entire

environment was moved
over to Fidelus' Enterprise

UCaaS Solution and the
experience was seamless

for our users." 
 

Director of IT
National Law Firm 

THE SOLUTION
In addition to meeting system and feature requirements, the client
mandated minimal disruption to the user population during solution
migration. The goal was for users to come in on Monday and notice no
difference. 
 
The solution identified was Fidelus' Enterprise Unified Communications
as a Service (UCaaS) offering, a secure enterprise-class solution. 

In this particular case, the platform was based on Cisco's UC suite. Fidelus
Enterprise UCaaS Solutions also support Microsoft Teams & Zoom
technology platforms. 
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Is reducing overall spend and the administrative burden associated
with managing and maintaining the UC environment. 

Has "Future-proofed" their communications solution, ensuring
features, functionality and security are constantly and proactively up-
to-date. 

Continues their plan to reduce data center infrastructure, retaining
projected timelines. 

As a result of migrating to the Fidelus UCaaS platform, the legal firm:

SOLUTION CONTINUED

"For over 20 years,
we've been a go-to UC
partner for legal firms.
We are steadfast in our
commitment to provide
the legal industry with

world-class, Secure
UCaaS & Enterprise

Networking solutions,
streamlining their

communications and
acting as an extension

of their teams." 
 

Thorsten Beuscher 
President & COO

Fidelus Technologies

The offering included secure voice, voicemail, instant messaging and
presence, contact center, and meetings. 

Expert planning and execution from Fidelus' professional services team
ensured that pre-existing system configurations and end user features
were seamlessly carried over to the cloud environment.

The client was able to turn down the UC equipment in their data center
as planned, with little to no disruption to day-to-day communications.   

THE BENEFITS

THE TAKEAWAY

Increase ROI and Reduce TCO
Reduce Physical Data Center Footprint
Reduce Operational Workload
Modernize & Streamline Communications

There are several business drivers that would lead to a decision to migrate to a UCaaS solution. Some include: 

Law firms across the country should consider the many benefits of migrating to a UCaaS
solution and contact the UC experts at Fidelus today.
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